
Tourists traveling abroad should be charged more than locals when 
visiting a touristic area. 

To what extentd do you agree or disagree.

Visiting touristic areas nowadays is one of the highly beneficial sources for 
countries which witch benefit from attractive historical or natural beautiful 
places. Sometimes laws such as tourists having have to pay more than local 
visitors, have been enforced by governments. Whether or not it is a good thing 
for the tourist industry, is a moot point.

Nowadays owing to the vast income of the tourist industry, governments tendt to 
boost their country’s attraction by providing comfort comfortably and safety in 
tourist areas. Obviously, this policy usually is capital-intensive. Therefore, they 
have to introduce legalize some laws for compensatinge a part of the expenses. 
For instance, they ask more money from overseas abroad travelers and as a result 
of they might be able to afford the expenses better in comparison with local 
visitors and also do not pay tax.task. Because usually they come from developed 
countries. 

On the other hand, in such situations might some people might believe that it is 
unfair, but . But, we can see a lot of poor countries that do not have any other 
source of income except tourismts. These countries should encourage travelers to 
pay more by offering high standard facilities and good enough accommodations. 
In this way, not only can they can achieve tourists’ satisfaction, but also promote 
job opportunities in their countries. In other words, the more visitors,  more 
employment. In addition, foreign travelers can translate transfer industries like 
handicraft handmade costumes by sharing their own cultures with destination 
countries’ members which that leads to more employments.  

In conclusion, foreign visitors might have to pay more than local travelers as a 
result of their extra expenses for providing safety and suitable accommodation 
and tax task payment. Therefore, authorities should be concerned about visitors’ 
satisfaction and try to appreciate benefit from travelers for creating raising job 
opportunities and promoting culture. 


